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We presen t re ults of a new model of the time-dependent ionospheric response to a
pralized steady state Sun-aligned (SA) arc structure. The thermal and plasma st:ucture of a
"prototype" arc is compared to .the general features of observed SA ~cs. We fmd that the
pral features of electron densIty, N e, electron temperature, T e, and Ion t~mperatu~e, Ti, ~e
determined by the distribution of the particle precipitation and E x B convectIon assocIated WIth
die SA arc. The model results are extended to predict the possible variation of N e , Te, and Ti
due to such arcs at Defense Meteorological Satellite Program altitude. An important parameter
in determining the overall density enhancement produced by a SA arc is the speed of plasma
flow across the arc. This is demonstrated by calculating the delta total electron content, ~TEC,
enhancement for various values of cross flow. Since cross-flow is a relatively hard
measurement to make, observations of ~TEC associated with SA arcs can help place limits on
!be magnitud of the cross-flow velocities for SA arcs. In conjunction with the National
Science Foundation Coupling Energetic Dynamics of the Atmospheric RegionslHigh-Latitude
Plasma Structure initiative, we compare the results of the model with coordinated observations
of several SA arcs which were observed at Qanaq, Greenland, on December 11, 1990.
Comparison of our results and observations indicates a relatively low value for the cross-flow
speed (less than 25 m s-l) for these SA arcs.

1. INTRODUCTION

such as electron density (Ne), height-integrated Pedersen and
Hall conductivities (Lp and LH), electron and ion temperatures
(Te and Ti), ion drift velocity (Vi), neutral wind (U), energy
flux , and characteristic energy of particle precipitation for
particular SA arc structures.
A compilation of these observables from many SA arcs has
led to the construction of an empirical model of a typical SA
polar cap arc [Valladares and Carlson, 1991]. While this is
valuable in order to ascertain and quantify the important
features of SA arcs, it is of limited use in predicting the
ionospheric modification due to a general arc. This is because
each observed SA arc is a unique entity, which for a given set
of arc parameters and environmental conditions, produces a
unique ionospheric signature.
The ionospheric modification due to a SA arc is a
complicated process of many competing mechanisms:
production, loss, Joule heating, energy dissipation due to
particle precipitation and currents, transport, diffusion, etc.
The degree to which each of these mechanisms effect the
ionosphere within the SA arc is modified by specific arc
parameters such as arc electric field, arc width, energy flux, and
characteristic energy of the particle precipitation, neutral wind
structure within the arc, and symmetry/asymmetry of arc
structure; and by environmental conditions such as solar

For the purposes of this study we will define an arc as a
discrete 6300-A emission structure in the polar cap which is
embedded in a region of converging electric field and
precipitation electrons. Such structures, which are observed in
!he polar cap and are nominally sun aligned, are commonly
referred to as Sun-aligned (SA) polar cap arcs and are distinct
from the con tinuous aurora and discrete arcs in the auroral
o\'a.1. These SA polar cap arcs are most commonly observed
during periods of low geomagnetic activity (Kp ~ 1) and are
USualJy associated with periods of northward interplanetary
IIlagnetic field (IMF).
Recent incoherent scatter radar and coordinated rocket and

~I
lJite campaigns have produced detailed observations of the
onosph .
.

and
e.n~ morphology, electrodynamICS, thermal structure,
' ~r~IPItation features of Sun-aligned (SA) polar cap arcs
[Nlelele
Ca Is Ws k'l et ai., 1989; Weber et aI., 1989; Valladares and
~ on, 1991]. These studies have quantified the spatial and
Pora} variation of a wide range of ionospheric observables
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activity, season, background convection electric field, and local
time.
Empirically, it is difficult to infer the dependence of the
ionospheric modification on the separate parameters because
there are so many parameters and relatively few multiparameter
SA arc observations. For this reason, we have developed a
model of SA polar cap arcs which is consistent with
observations and allows us to examine the ionospheric
modification of such arcs in a parametric way. The advantage
of using a model is that it allows a single arc parameter or
environmental condition be varied while keeping all other
parameters and conditions fixed. This enables us to isolate and
quantify the arc parameters most important in producing
specific ionospheric signatures associated with SA polar cap
arcs. By making predictions and validating them with
observations, our understanding of the relevant processes
within SA arcs is improved. A comprehensive parameter
study using this model has recently been completed, and the
results are presented by Crain et ai. [1993].
In this report Wy introduce our SA arc model and examine
specific features of the thermal and plasma structure within the
arc. We compare the modeled SA arc with observations and
discuss possible mechanisms responsible for the thermal and
plasma structure of real SA arcs. We extend the model results
to predict the variation of N e, Te, and Ti across such a SA arc
at Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)
altitudes.

Finally, in conjunction with the Coupling r.D1ergetic. . ....1
Dynamics of Atmospheric RegionslHigh-Latitude
Structure (CEDARlHLPS) initiative we use the model
to compare with observations of a real SA arc
observed electric field and particle precipitation as a
the model inputs and comparing the model output
observations of density from digisonde and the
retarding potential analyzer (RPA.)

2. SA ARC MODEL
Though there may be considerable variation
different SA arcs, most have consistently observed
which may be generalized. The general features of SA
cap arcs are (l) they are nominally Sun-aligned in the
cap with lengths in the noon-midnight direction on the
several thousand kilometers and widths on the order of
hundred kilometers; (2) they are associated with re .
either a sunwardlantisunward shear or an antisunward
the bulk horizontal plasma flow; (3) the shear II
consistent with a negative divergence of the electric field
< 0; and (4) associated with the region of V . E < 0 is
precipitation of low characteristic energy (a few hundred.
a few keY) and low energy flux (0.1 to a few ergs cm-2 .Many of the features of observed SA polar cap ara
summarized in Figure 1 from Valladares and Carlson [l
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Fig. 1. Schematic contour density plot of the cross section of a typical SA arc from Valladares and Carlson
[1991], showing regions of enhanced densities and temperatures.
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TABLE 1

. Relevant Arc Parameters for This Prototype Arc

-------------------------------~ter
Value
----------------------------------W·idth of p . .

TABLE 2. Environmental Parameters for This Prototype Arc

~um elec ·c field

Parameter

Value

Season
Solar activity
Location

winter
solar minimum, FIO.7 = 90
midnight sector of polar cap

Max·

reclpltation region

Flux o~riSti~ ~nergy of precipitaton

Crn.._ precIpItation
.~

flow

------

100 km
±40 mV m- 1

0.5 keV
2 erg cm- 2 s-1
-75ms- 1

---------------------------------
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This schematic of a typical observed arc provides a basis for
comparison for any arc model which we might construct.
Specifically, we will hope to reproduce the observed features of
enhanced N e associated with particle precipitation and the
observed asymmetry in the electron and ion temperatures.
From our results we will see that even the simplified arc
modeled here produces results consistent with the general
properties in Figure 1.
In order to construct a reasonably realistic model we require
a few basic elements: an ionosphere/atmosphere model , a
background convection electric field and a SA arc model. The
ionosphere/atmosphere model that we use is the Utah State
University Time Dependent Ionospheric Model (USUITDIM)
which has been extensively described in previous work

[Schunk, 1988; .Sojka, 1989; Sojka a~d Schunk, 19 ].
model self-consIstently solves the contmuity, tran pon
balance for the ionosphere between 90 and 800 km for' e
E x B convection pattern. The main requirement a ~
bac.kground convectio~ electric field is to provide ge~raJ~
antlsunward flow outsIde of the arc and provide orne
flow across the arc . For this initial study, a imple tw
convection pattern with a cross-tail potential of -30 k
used.
The actual arc model itself was chosen to be a ymmetri
ramped V potential well , which produces discrete electric field
values within the arc. The arc electric field i uperim
upon the background convection electric field to produce the
total electric field distribution. The precipitation region
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Plate 1. Color contour plot of Ne variation across the "prototype" SA arc. The flux tube converts from the left
to right across the arc. The vertical bars at the top of the plot denote the region of precipitation within the arc
structure.
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ed in the central portion of the arc coincident with the
Icr of 'V . E < O. The arc width, potential drop, and

fl
f
. . .
terisuc energy and ux 0 the precIpitatIOn are all chosen
.ariable parameters . The precipitation particle flux is
'med to have a differential flux distributio n which is
~acterized by a Maxwellian distri~ution of a given
cterisUc energy and energy flux [Smkland et at. , 1983].
Figure 2 is a schematic of the structure of the SA arc model.
.

Ion

For this initial study we have chosen to examine the
ionospheric modification due to a "prototype" SA arc (see
Tables 1 and 2) .
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The initial results for our prototype arc are shown in Plate
1. The horizontal axis of Plate 1 represents elapsed time along
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Plate 2. Expanded color contour plot of the N e variation within the precipitation region of the arc. The vertical
bars at the top represent the region of arc precipitation. (a) The horizontal axis represents elapsed time for a flux
tube Convecting across the arc and the cross-sectional distance traversed by the flux tube. (b) A color contour of
the electron temperature and (c) a color contour of the ion temperature.
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a flux tube trajectory convecting through the SA arc. Since
the cross flow across the arc is relatively constant, the
horizontal axis may also represent a pseudo distance which
cuts the arc in the dusk-dawn plane. The vertical axis
represents altitude and the figure itself is a color contour plot
of the log electron density [loglO(N e)]. The vertical arrows
denote the precipitation region within the arc structure.
The flux tube convects into the SA arc from the left. The
precipitation produces an immediate density enhancement in
the E region with a corresponding increase in the integrated
Hall and Pedersen conductivities. The F region density is
enhanced by in situ ionization from precipitating electrons,
thennal diffusion from below and convective vertical transport.
On the topside, the plasma density increases because of
increased heating from the particle precipitation which raises
the temperature and scale height of the plasma.
As the flux tube convects out of the arc structure, the E
region enhancement quickly disappears due to the rapid
recombination of the molecular ions. In the F region, the
plasma densities remain elevated due to the slow
recombination of 0+ and from diffusive transport from above
as the plasma readjusts to a smaller scale height. This
produces the distinctive "candle flame" in the color contours of
N e. Indeed, the direction in which the "candle flame" is blown
is the direction of the cross-arc convection. On the topside,
the plasma density decreases as the plasma cools and the
plasma scale height becomes smaller.
In order to examine the thennal structure within the arc in
more detail we expand the horizontal scale. Plate 2 shows
contours of N e, Te , and Ti within the arc structure.

Again, the horizontal axis represents elapsed time IIId
sectional distance, the vertical arrows denote the Preci
region within the arc. Plate 2a is a color contour plot
log electron density. Note, the region of maximum
enhancement in the E region corresponds well WII...1f..:.1
precipitation region. The topside F region enltlllllClllli.
actually peaks just outside of the precipitation region
dawn edge due to downward diffusion from the topside.
2b is a color contour plot of the 10glO (electron (emlper,. .
distribution within the arc. Te shows a sharp eDllanc:a. . .
the duskside of the precipitation region which
decreases as the flux tube convects toward the dawn
disappears quickly as the flux tube leaves the precipiiflll
region. The initial Te enhancement as the flux tube
precipitation region is due to the heat flux of the precipj.
thermalizing the low-density plasma within the
tube. As the precipitation begins to enhance produc:tioa...
plasma density increases and Te moderates. In addition,
is an altitude dependence of the Te enhancement due
characteristic energy of the particle precipitation. aJU',,"_ _
electrons are deposited at higher altitudes than nUEn-fll_
electrons. Plate 2c is a color contour plot of the 10110
temperature) distribution across the arc. It
spatial/temporal structure different from Te. The
temperature is enhanced at low altitudes principally
Joule heating via E x B convection of the ions throuP
neutral atmosphere. At higher altitudes, Ti is also
T e and serves as a sink for the electron temperature.
maximum ion temperatures are seen in the region
largest convection velocities, in this case on the da.WDsidI,.I]I·'
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Fig. 3. Variation of Te, Ti, and Ne at 800 km for the same horizontal, spatial, and temporal scales as in Plate
2.
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modification due to the arc. As the arc electric field increases
above 40 m V m- l , the enhanced ion temperatures begin to
enhance the formation of molecular ions at the expense of 0+,
principally in the reactions:

where enhanced antisunward convection occurs, lower
are seen on the duskside where convection

~mperature

ities are 10 er.
In the model arc the Te enhancement is a result of a topside
flux associated with the energy flux of the electron
ipitation. This enhancement propagates from the top
and the total Te enhancement is dependent upon the heat
ity of the plasma within the flux tube. Therefore for low
ities the heat capacity of the flux tube is low, and the
tkCUO ns must go to higher temperatures to accommodate the
flux. As the density of the plasma increases due to
ed production, there is a corresponding increase in the
capacity of the plasma, and the electron temperatures are

N2 + 0+

---7

NO+ + 0*

This, in turn, lowers the overall enhancement of the F
region density both within and outside of the arc due to the fast
recombination rates for the molecular ions.
The topside heat flux due to the precipitating electrons also
has a significant effect upon the overall plasma distribution.
The heat flux increases the overall plasma temperature of the
topside. This increases the plasma scale height and produces a
generally higher density on the topside of the F peak within
regions of precipitation. As a flux tube leaves a region of
enhanced heat flux, the topside plasma temperature decreases,
and the scale height becomes smaller. The effect of this near
the F peak is to increase the plasma density as it decreases the
topside density. These same mechanisms are responsible for
the variations of N e , T e , and Ti at 800 km.
Figure 3 shows the variation of N e , T e , and Ti at 800 km
for the same conditions and spatial and temporal scales as in
Plate 2. The solid line represents Neat 800 km across the arc
structure. The dashed and dotted lines represent the Te and Ti
variation, respectively. The vertical axis is log of number per

The locations of where these heating mechanisms maximize
dependent upon the energy flux characteristic energy, arc
cl£Clric field, and direction from which the flux tube enters the
as well as the degree to which the regions of precipitation
.t enhanced arc electric field are correlated. Any variation of
parameters will effect the size and location of the regions
alenhanced Te and enhanced Ti.
In general, for the prototype arc presented here, as energy
increases, the region of enhanced Te will increase. If the
teristic energy of the electron precipitation increases,
the lower b undary of enhanced Te will move downward.
Idle arc electric fiel d increases, then the region of enhanced Ti
I increase.
The thermal tructure within the arc can also significantly
affect the plas ma composition and the overall density
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Fig. 4. Delta TEC enhancement due to a 0.5 keY electron flux of 2 erg cm- 2 s-l versus elapsed time in the
preci~i tion region for the "prototype" arc for winter solar maximum (FIO.7 = 215) and winter solar minimum
Conditions. Precipitation begins at -0.5 hour.
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cubic centimeter and temperature. This figure shows our
general predictions for plasma variations at the DMSP
altitudes associated with SA arcs. Within the region of
precipitation inside the SA arc, both Te and Ne are elevated at
800 Ian. Ti is elevated in regions of enhanced convection and
due to thennal coupling with the electrons. DMSP satellites
routinely monitor the polar cap and the dawn-dusk orbit would
be ideal for comparing with these general predictions.
Finally, we examine the delta total electron content (.1TEC)
enhancement for the "prototype" arc versus time spent in the
precipItation region.
Figure 4 represents the .1TEC
enhancement versus time for solar minimum and solar
maximum (FlO. 7= 215) conditions. If the arc width is
known, then this figure can place a limit on what the crossflow velocity maybe. In the case of the prototype arc modeled
here, the flux tube spends about 1400 s in the precipitation
region producing a .1TEC of -3 TEC units at solar minimum
and -5 TEC units for solar maximum. These values are
consistent with values observed by Basu et al. [1990, 1989].
It should be noted that the .1TEC is also dependent upon the
characteristic energy and flux of the precipitating particles.
Lower for higher energies and/or lower fluxes, higher for lower
energies and/or higher fluxes.
4. HLPS CAMPAIGN OBSERVATIONS

4.1. December 11, 1990, observations

12

On December 11 , 1990, a series of Sun-aligned
observed in the polar cap over a period of several
Phillips Laboratory all-sky imaging photometer (
located at Qanaq (77.5° N, 62.9° W). The Qanaq
records both the red (630.0 nm) and the blue (427.8 )
completing a two-line cycle every 2 min. In
morning of December 11, 1990, sun-aligned
observed continuously from about 0030-0500 UT. At
0222 UT the DMSP F8 spacecraft traversed two arcs
the field of view of the Qanaq ASIP. The Uni
Lowell digisonde was also operating at this time, from
N m F2 and HmF2 may be determined every 15 min.
The ion drift meter (IDM) aboard the DMSP F8 tq.,..•
very well defined region of negative electric field eli
embedded in a region of large-scale sunward convectioL
electric field structure was coincident with most _ -"_
sun-aligned arc in the Qanaq ASIP and with the precipllllll.
region observed by the DMSP SSJ/4 particle detector.
5 is a composite of the DMSP drift meter data with
field of view and location of the observed arcs
geomagnetic coordinates. The Sun-aligned arcs are lab...l.
1 and arc 2 for identification. For this simulation we
the electric field and precipitation observed during the
of arc 1. The peak flux within arc 1 had a total eleclnll
of about 6 x 108 el cm- 2 • s-1 • str- 1 with a c
•
energy of about 600 eV and a total energy flux of
ergs cm- 2 • s-l. The DMSP RPA instrument
electron density at 840 Ian of about 1.0 x 104 outside
and a maximum density of about 4.0 x 104 inside arc 1.
The University of Lowell digisonde observed an Nw/2
H mF2 of about 9 x 104 el cm- 3 and 350 Ian outside
and about 1.9 x 105 el cm- 3 and 290 Ian near the
3 x 105 el cm- 3 and 200 Ian inside the arc with some E
ionization of about 4.5 x 104 at 120 km; however.
much structure in the ionograms indicative of spread
conditions.
For our modeling effort we wiIl use DMSP
particle input as the principle constraining inputs to
arc model. The results of the model wiIl then be
with the DMSP and digisonde density data.

arc"

4.2. Arc model

Arc 1

Fig. 5. Composite figure of the ASIP 6300 emission at
Qanaq and the DMSP F8 IDM horizontal drifts.

The Sun-aligned (SA) arc model has been
described in earlier sections. In order to model a
for which observations have been made, the three
inputs required are the two-dimensional convection
width, and the differential particle spectra for the .
electrons. This arc differs from the prototype arc JD
background and arc electric field are different, the arc
precipitation are different, and the environmental
have changed. In addition, for these runs an
.
transport code [Payne, 1991; Crain et al., 1993] IS
to allow modeling of non-Maxwellian particle .
and to calculate the volume emission rates for vanOUS
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F ·ssions. The other relevant conditions are the season,
10.7flux, location, and time in order to adequately determine
environmental parameters. From the DMSP drift data we
dectric cted an analytic representation of the variation of the
field across the arc. The degree of cross flow 'across the
cannot be determined from the DMSP drift meter as it is
lei to the spacecraft velocity vector. For this reason the
. of cross fl ow is taken to be essentially a free parameter
led by the observed motion of the optical arc in the ASIP
es. In order for the cross flow to be the relevant free
ler We must as ume that there is no temporal change in
arc pr ' . .
eClpItatlOn and that the arc width does not change
the period of the simulation. This can be justified to
~xlent by the relative constancy of the observed arcs
arc e A.SIP images, but it may not be rigorously true for
Ia~ Figure 6 sho ws the model electric field used in the
~n. The arc width is determined from the DMSP drift
"'ith cle da~a.. From this we obtain an arc width of ::: 120
ce a preCIpitation region of width :::60 km embedded in
1:~.Of the ~Iectric field structure. Figure 7 shows the
Ifferentlal electron flux used in the simulation along

with several differential spectra observed by the DMSP
spacecraft while traversing arc 1.

4.3. Model results

For a given cross-flow velocity the ionospheric
modification due to the arc structure may be determined.
Figure 8 shows several vertical profiles of the electron density
as a flux tube traverses the arc. The dots and bars represent the
observed electron density from the DMSP RP A and digisonde.
The electron density profile before the flux tube enters the arc
compares well with the lower observed values of N e . As the
flux tube enters the precipitation region the electron density
increases, principally due to the volume production rate
determined by the energy degradation and deposition of the
precipitating electrons. This increases density in the F region
both by enhanced production and by increasing the topside
scale height by increasing the topside electron temperatures
from the heat flux due to the precipitating electrons. The
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Fig. 7. Several electron differential spectra observed by DMSP SSJ/4 instrument while passing through arc 1.
The heavy line represents the modeled spectra used in the simulation.

maximum density at F peak and at 800 km are comparable
with the observed densities. If we assume that the initial
electron density outside the arc is correct, then the required
cross-flow velocity to produce density profile 1 is about 25 m
s-l and about 12 m s-1 for profile 2. If we assume that the
initial electron density profile is too low (solid line), then by
scaling the initial profile to the observed values we need a
cross-flow velocity of about 60 m s-1 to produce profile 1.
All of these values are consistent with the observed motion of
the optical arcs, which were either stagnant or moving with
dawn-dusk velocities of less than 100 m s-l. For the case
where the cross-flow velocity is small (profile 2, 12 m s-l),
there is a delta TEC enhancement across the arc of about 4-5
TEC units, when the cross flow is larger (profile 1, 25 m s-I),
the delta TEC is only about -3 TEC units.
As a final comparison we examine the electron density
measured by the DMSP RPA at 840 km with the calculated
values. Figure 9 shows the observed and modeled Neat 800
km. The best agreement is obtained for profile 1, implying
slow flow across the arc.
The pronounced density
enhancement above the background may be an indication of
cross flow as the increase in density is inversely proportional

to cross-flow velocity in the modeled case.

4.4. Discussion
The SA arcs observed at Qanaq on December II,
were chosen to be modeled primarily for the reason
occurred in a region of unstructured electric fiel
relatively quiet polar cap (Figure 6). This en~bled
construct a reasonable two-dimensional convecuo~
from the perpendicular drifts measured by DMSP
cross-flow velocity as free parameter constrained by the
dusk motion of the optical arc. The most co
comparison with observation occurred for the assum
the plasma cross flow was small on the order of I~
The modeled electron densities compared well WI.
digisonde and DMSP RP A electron density observ
addition, the delta TEC enhancement of 4-5 TE~
consistent with the 5 TEC unit enhancement obse
solar maximum polar cap arc as described by .B:
[1990]. There remains some uncertainty though an
vertical electron profile due to the structured nature
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flow.

~grams.
or

It should be noted that the density enhancement

'!f ~econd case where cross flow was determined to be :::::60

III ~ . IS still consistent with the observations though the
Yariatlon in density at 800 km is not as good as for the
Slagnanl case. However, this could be due to an incorrect
:~pheric te perature and topside scale height, the delta TEC
~ncement of 2-2.5 is still comparable with other
arc rvations of TEC enhancements associated with polar cap
bri Sh[Bas u et ai. , 1989]. The modeled vertical column
,... g .lness was about 1200-1500 R inside the arc and is
"\InSIstent .
.
COtn
.
WIth the ASIP bnghtness, though an exact
caJi~rtson i not possible since the images were not
ted.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Pr~ reaSonably realistic model of SA polar cap arcs has been
uced.

Thi

model solves the self-consistent time-

dependent modification of the ionospheric plasma for a flux
tube convecting through a generalized steady state arc structure.
Such a generalized arc reproduces the observed features of SA
polar cap arcs. The primary features of the modeled plasma
density Ti and Te distributions, are produced by relatively
straightforward mechanisms which involve the arc parameters
of electric field, precipitation, and spatial structure.
We summarize the most important features as follows:
1. Te enhancements are generally consistent with regions
of enhanced precipitation which carry an associated heat flux.
2. Te may be further enhanced when a low-density flux
tube moves into a region of precipitation due to low heat
capacity of the plasma.
3. Ti enhancements are generally produced by regions of
enhanced E x B convection.
4. The maximum louIe heating occurs when the
background and arc electric field are additive (region of
enhanced antisunward convection).
5. The E region enhancement associated with SA arcs
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Fig. 9. Observed and modeled Neat 800 km. The light line represents the N e observed by the DMSP F8
spacecraft as it traversed arc 1. The heavy line is the modeled Ne for 25 m s- 1 cross flow , and the dashed line is
modeled Ne for 12 m s-1 cross flow.

occurs in regions of precipitation.
6. F region enhancements generally increase the longer the
flux tube is inside the precipitation region of the arc.
7. The F region enhancement maximizes on the dawnside
of the arc (side in which the flux tube leaves the arc) primarily
due to redistribution of the topside plasma following a
reduction in scale height.
8. The topside plasma densities are higher within the
precipitation regions of the arc and lower outside.
9. The "candle flame" of the "prototype" arc to our
knowledge has not been observed in actual SA arcs. This
could be due to slower cross- flow velocities than those used for
the "prototype" arc or a predominance of flow parallel to the
arc outside the arc structure for real arcs. If observed, they
would be a clear indication of general plasma flow across the
arc (or arc itself moving with respect to background plasma).
Our initial comparison using this model and an arc observed
on December 11, 1990, is consistent with the conclusions

drawn from the "prototype" arc. We have identific:ct
possible observable signature in N e and ~TEC relatill
plasma cross flow and the cross-flow values detennined bJ
model are consistent with the observed motion of the
arcs. This observational comparison has also highli~
need for better two-dimensional electric field ob
associated with SA arcs to better resolve the ques
plasma cross flow. There is also a need for calibrated
and 4278-A observations so that a valid comparison
made with the model results. This would allow us to .
improve the electron transport code and environmental
which determine the modeled emission rates.

. of
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